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About The Artists

Originally from Honolulu, HI and growing up skateboarding and snowboard-
ing in Aurora, CO. Andy Moran has been a Summit County resident for the 
past 15 years. With an abstract, cartoonist, street style, he draws inspiration 
from classic and modern animation, graffiti, and aerosol art, personal ide-
ologies, architecture, and the natural world. Andy ties together his diverse 
upcoming with his love for the outdoors and nostalgia in a playful and color-
ful fashion often using past and current events in his subject matter. In the 
county you can usually find Andy practicing mural work and techniques in his 
yard with the neighborhood children painting by Lake Dillon, or finding other 
ways of combining his creative outlets with his outdoor activities, such as 
“art hikes.” Andy also travels around the state, 
mostly Denver, painting live at concerts and 
other events as well as doing small and large 
scale commision work. Most of his professional 
life has been spent cooking in restaurants around 
the county, though Andy has recently entered 
the field of early childhood education using 
creativity to help inspire and inform the youth 
of the area.

Andy Moran
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Erica Rae

Growing up school never came easy to Erica and through her struggles she used art as an 
outlet for personal expression.  Anything from a tin can to a dead tree inspires Erica’s art-
work. Her artistic style includes big, bold, saturated colors, and sharp lines. Her artwork 
reflects the beauty of living in the mountains combined with a fun, street art element. Har-
moniously integrating lines and textures found in nature with bright street style abstracted 
imagery is the inspiration behind her artwork. Finding simplicity in nature and life, is the 
beauty that draws Erica into her creative self. Her language is art, as well as her way of self 
discovery and self expression without boundaries or judgement. “Our minds are just the ve-
hicle we use to combine all our ideas, emotions, experiences, and energies with our imagi-
nations to create something.”
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Mural Project
Specification

Specification 01

Andy and Erica’s Mural Proposal is a mountain mural that portrays all four of Colorado’s 
seasons in one image highlighting each season while also tying them together. Moving 
from left to right, the image will portray all four seasons, Winter, Spring, Summer, and 
Fall. The color pallete for the mural will move from cool colors to warm colors as the 
seasons change. The Mountains will be vibrant in color in Erica’s unique style, (as seen 
on pages 12 and 13). From the left, a river be depicted below the mountains leading into 
a lake, representing Lake Dillon Reservoir. Under each season depicted in the mountain 
mural, Andy will be creating and painting characters to represent the popular sports for 
each particular season. For more examples of Andy’s characters and style (pages 10 and 
11).

“The intent of the mural is to create hope and postive experiences that are reflective of 
Frisco’s community and core values.”

Our mural represents a mountain scene of all four seasons in Frisco 
Colorado from Winter to Fall highlighting each seasons activities. The 
background of the mural’s rising sun represents hope and a new dawn 
after the dark times. 

Getting the kids and community involved.
Specification 02

Finding hope in a chaotic world .

Specification 03
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The Draft
The backround of the mural will include sun beans and a radiant bright sun behind the 
vibrant mountains. The rising sun in the background of the mountains respents hope, 
bringing light and a new dawn after these dark times. The mural’s background will extend 
the entire 1,500 square feet rotating between dark and vibrant background colors to pull 
the entire piece of work together .



Silverthrone Rail Jam Mural
Artist’s References

Highside Brewing Mural

David Axelrod, Highside Brewing, Frisco, Colorado kurt@highsidebrewery.
com, 484.467.6722.

Silverthorne First Friday Art Installation, Sydney Schwab, SSchwab@silverthorne.org, 970.409.8920, 
Town of Silverthorne.



Chalk Art Festival, Denver

Sponsored by the Museo De Las Americas.

Melissa Pizzaz, 224.419. 9615, mel.piazza@gmail.com, Museo De Las Americas, https://museo.org/.

Laurie and Scott Mitchell of the Sage View Ranch in Paonia Colorado. Instagram @sageviewranch 
phone- 303-522-2210  sageviewranch.com.

Gyspy Wagon Mural
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Andy Moran & Erica Rae Dove


